
Name: Martavis Bryant

Height: 6-3 

Weight: 211

School Clemson

Year: Senior

Date: 11/14/2013

Opponent: Georgia Tech

Score: 55-31

Location: Clemson

Surface Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temmper

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 68

Target: 6

Missed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 5

Rec After Contact: 2

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 2E+02

Yards After Catch: 42

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 1

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stat

Separation Score: 1

Routes Score: 12

Receiving Score: 25

Elusiveness Score 4

BHandling Score: 6
Balance Score: 5

Blocking Score: 0

Vision Score: 5

Power Score: 4 Durability Score: 6

Category Score

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: No

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: No

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: No

Sets up breaks - 2pts: No

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: No

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: No

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: No

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: No

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: No

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability



Name: Martavis Bryant Date: 11/14/2013 Opponent: Georgia Tech

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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There’s some A.J. Green/Chris Henry potential here. 

Strengths – He can highpoint the ball and with his size, he’s capable of making big plays in single coverage at the sideline or in the red zone. He has the speed to beat defneders 
on deep routes up the seam and demonstrates skill to track the ball over his head and catch the ball with his hands and back to the football while receiving contact from a 
derfender in tigh coverage. He can pull away form a secondary with the ball in his hands and a couple of steps on them. Catches the ball with is hands consistently and can turn his 
body to make the catch and attack the football. He has good concentration.  Size, speed, hops, and concentration with those hands – good starting point. I does a good job owning 
the horizontal space and avoids getting pinned to the sideline.
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needs to improve how he stems routes of all types. I didn’t see him as a blocker. I didn’t see him have to set up breaks or deal with press coverage. I didn’t see enough of him as a 
runner afte rhte catch once he got into the open field.
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2nd and 4 with 12:50 in the first quarter from a 1x2 reciever 11 perosnnel pistol as the single receiver at the right flat with the CB playing tight man. Stutter step inside and relase 
outside to the flat with good separation to get even iwht the CB at the firs tdonw marker  and still driving hard off gthe line. He bent the play to the sideline as the ball arrived 
outside and extended his sideline arm to the ball over his inside shoduler at the two but the ball was thrown too far outside. Bryant gavie Boyd room to throw the ball outside and 
keep the ball inbounds,  but the QB was inaccurate.3rf and 18 with 9:22 in the half rom a 2x1 receiver 10 perosnnel shotgun set with the WR as the middle trips  mand between 
the left hash and the lef tnubmers fo the flat and the CB playing seven ayrds off with outside sdae and the LOS at the 49 of Clemson verus a niicle look. Released up the seam and 
had a half step on the CB with inside position up the let hash as the ball arrived over tp at the 10. Bryan tlooked over his inside shdouelr to track the ball at the 10 and mad ethe 
catch with his back to the defender with his hand stight to his chest at the seven, falling forward to the five as the DB wrapped Bryant from behind. Fine job tracking the ball over 
top. Very good job catching with his hands first despit tight proximity to body. No real secrate to the route. Speed and depth. 2n dand 8 with 5:56 in the half from a 1x1 receiver 
12 eprsonnel set with the ball at the left hash of the 24 and Bryant as the outside righ treevviver a the numberso fthe flat iwht ha DB playing outside shad ea yard of fhte LOS. 
Fast outside relase and not touched as he worked up the sideline. Wide open up the sidelin and even beat the angle of the safety coming across to catch the ball by turning his 
inside shoduler towards the ball thronw a little behind but he maintained his long stride to mka the catch at the 40 of GaTech and then tucn the ball high and tight as he sprinted 
past the two deneders the final 40 yards for the score. Good inside out move to get the release outside on this 76-yard score. Good extension of his arms to catch the ball over his 
inside shoulder, too. He uses his hands pretty well.
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route.2nd and 4 with 12:50 in the first quarter from a 1x2 reciever 11 perosnnel pistol as the single 
receiver at the right flat with the CB playing tight man. Stutter step inside and relase outside to the flat with good separation to get even iwht the CB at the firs tdonw marker  and 
still driving hard off gthe line. He bent the play to the sideline as the ball arrived outside and extended his sideline arm to the ball over his inside shoduler at the two but the ball 
was thrown too far outside. Bryant gavie Boyd room to throw the ball outside and keep the ball inbounds,  but the QB was inaccurate.3rf and 18 with 9:22 in the half rom a 2x1 
receiver 10 perosnnel shotgun set with the WR as the middle trips  mand between the left hash and the lef tnubmers fo the flat and the CB playing seven ayrds off with outside 
sdae and the LOS at the 49 of Clemson verus a niicle look. Released up the seam and had a half step on the CB with inside position up the let hash as the ball arrived over tp at 
the 10. Bryan tlooked over his inside shdouelr to track the ball at the 10 and mad ethe catch with his back to the defender with his hand stight to his chest at the seven, falling 
forward to the five as the DB wrapped Bryant from behind. Fine job tracking the ball over top. Very good job catching with his hands first despit tight proximity to body. No real 
secrate to the route. Speed and depth. 2n dand 8 with 5:56 in the half from a 1x1 receiver 12 eprsonnel set with the ball at the left hash of the 24 and Bryant as the outside righ 
treevviver a the numberso fthe flat iwht ha DB playing outside shad ea yard of fhte LOS. Fast outside relase and not touched as he worked up the sideline. Wide open up the 
sidelin and even beat the angle of the safety coming across to catch the ball by turning his inside shoduler towards the ball thronw a little behind but he maintained his long stride 
to mka the catch at the 40 of GaTech and then tucn the ball high and tight as he sprinted past the two deneders the final 40 yards for the score. Good inside out move to get the 
release outside on this 76-yard score. Good extension of his arms to catch the ball over his inside shoulder, too. He uses his hands pretty well. 2nd and 6 with 11:02 in the third 
quarter from a 1x2 receive r11 perosnnel play action pass from the 46 of GaTech. Bryant the outsidt single man at the numers of the left flat wih the CB playing single man off five 
yards off. Dig route to the right has at the 33 that he caught coming back to the QB and the ball. Good attack jus tuned rhte CB for the catch and then turned inside but could not 
turne the corner acros the field and was hit at the 35 bythe saety and dropped by the two players.  Good catch with his hands even if the break wasn’t much in terms of set up with 
his stem. 1st and 10 with 10:42 in the thired quarter from a 2x1 reciever 11 perosnenl spitol as the outside single man between the right hash and the right flat iwht ah CB laying 
two yards off the LOS over top. One safety dee in this knockel look. Ball at the 24 of GaTech. Stutter step before bursting outside untouched on the C and getting a step on the CB 
up the right flat with good distance from the sideline. The target arrived at the eight high and coming down the chute as Bryant reached of reh ball and caught it with a defender 
on his inside shoduler. The receive rstill made the catch in this tight coverage and contact with his hands on that shoulder and was dropped at the one. Excellent catch in tight 
coerae. Excellent use of his hands to continue to fram contact with the B pulling on the front of Bryant’s jersey whil running up the flat. This time Bryan Trapped the ball but had 
the defender interfereing with him in the process an dstil makes the catch around the ball and the arm of the CB. Good concentrtation.
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route.2nd and 4 with 12:50 in the first quarter from a 1x2 reciever 11 perosnnel pistol as the single 
receiver at the right flat with the CB playing tight man. Stutter step inside and relase outside to the flat with good separation to get even iwht the CB at the firs tdonw marker  and 
still driving hard off gthe line. He bent the play to the sideline as the ball arrived outside and extended his sideline arm to the ball over his inside shoduler at the two but the ball 
was thrown too far outside. Bryant gavie Boyd room to throw the ball outside and keep the ball inbounds,  but the QB was inaccurate. 3rf and 18 with 9:22 in the half rom a 2x1 
receiver 10 perosnnel shotgun set with the WR as the middle trips  mand between the left hash and the lef tnubmers fo the flat and the CB playing seven ayrds off with outside 
sdae and the LOS at the 49 of Clemson verus a niicle look. Released up the seam and had a half step on the CB with inside position up the let hash as the ball arrived over tp at 
the 10. Bryan tlooked over his inside shdouelr to track the ball at the 10 and mad ethe catch with his back to the defender with his hand stight to his chest at the seven, falling 
forward to the five as the DB wrapped Bryant from behind. Fine job tracking the ball over top. Very good job catching with his hands first despit tight proximity to body. No real 
secrate to the route. Speed and depth. 2n dand 8 with 5:56 in the half from a 1x1 receiver 12 eprsonnel set with the ball at the left hash of the 24 and Bryant as the outside righ 
treevviver a the numberso fthe flat iwht ha DB playing outside shad ea yard of fhte LOS. Fast outside relase and not touched as he worked up the sideline. Wide open up the 
sidelin and even beat the angle of the safety coming across to catch the ball by turning his inside shoduler towards the ball thronw a little behind but he maintained his long stride 
to mka the catch at the 40 of GaTech and then tucn the ball high and tight as he sprinted past the two deneders the final 40 yards for the score. Good inside out move to get the 
release outside on this 76-yard score. Good extension of his arms to catch the ball over his inside shoulder, too. He uses his hands pretty well. 2nd and 6 with 11:02 in the third 
quarter from a 1x2 receive r11 perosnnel play action pass from the 46 of GaTech. Bryant the outsidt single man at the numers of the left flat wih the CB playing single man off five 
yards off. Dig route to the right has at the 33 that he caught coming back to the QB and the ball. Good attack jus tuned rhte CB for the catch and then turned inside but could not 
turne the corner acros the field and was hit at the 35 bythe saety and dropped by the two players.  Good catch with his hands even if the break wasn’t much in terms of set up with 
his stem. 1st and 10 with 10:42 in the thired quarter from a 2x1 reciever 11 perosnenl spitol as the outside single man between the right hash and the right flat iwht ah CB laying 
two yards off the LOS over top. One safety dee in this knockel look. Ball at the 24 of GaTech. Stutter step before bursting outside untouched on the C and getting a step on the CB 
up the right flat with good distance from the sideline. The target arrived at the eight high and coming down the chute as Bryant reached of reh ball and caught it with a defender 
on his inside shoduler. The receive rstill made the catch in this tight coverage and contact with his hands on that shoulder and was dropped at the one. Excellent catch in tight 
coerae. Excellent use of his hands to continue to fram contact with the B pulling on the front of Bryant’s jersey whil running up the flat. This time Bryan Trapped the ball but had 
the defender interfereing with him in the process an dstil makes the catch around the ball and the arm of the CB. Good concentrtation.
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route.
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route.



Name: Martavis Bryant Date: 11/14/2013 Opponent: Georgia Tech

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route. 3rf and 18 with 9:22 in the half rom a 2x1 receiver 10 perosnnel shotgun set with the WR as 
the middle trips  mand between the left hash and the lef tnubmers fo the flat and the CB playing seven ayrds off with outside sdae and the LOS at the 49 of Clemson verus a niicle 
look. Released up the seam and had a half step on the CB with inside position up the let hash as the ball arrived over tp at the 10. Bryan tlooked over his inside shdouelr to track 
the ball at the 10 and mad ethe catch with his back to the defender with his hand stight to his chest at the seven, falling forward to the five as the DB wrapped Bryant from behind. 
Fine job tracking the ball over top. Very good job catching with his hands first despit tight proximity to body. No real secrate to the route. Speed and depth. 2nd and 6 with 11:02 
in the third quarter from a 1x2 receive r11 perosnnel play action pass from the 46 of GaTech. Bryant the outsidt single man at the numers of the left flat wih the CB playing single 
man off five yards off. Dig route to the right has at the 33 that he caught coming back to the QB and the ball. Good attack jus tuned rhte CB for the catch and then turned inside 
but could not turne the corner acros the field and was hit at the 35 bythe saety and dropped by the two players.  Good catch with his hands even if the break wasn’t much in terms 
of set up with his stem.
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route. 2n dand 8 with 5:56 in the half from a 1x1 receiver 12 eprsonnel set with the ball at the left 
hash of the 24 and Bryant as the outside righ treevviver a the numberso fthe flat iwht ha DB playing outside shad ea yard of fhte LOS. Fast outside relase and not touched as he 
worked up the sideline. Wide open up the sidelin and even beat the angle of the safety coming across to catch the ball by turning his inside shoduler towards the ball thronw a little 
behind but he maintained his long stride to mka the catch at the 40 of GaTech and then tucn the ball high and tight as he sprinted past the two deneders the final 40 yards for the 
score. Good inside out move to get the release outside on this 76-yard score. Good extension of his arms to catch the ball over his inside shoulder, too. He uses his hands pretty 
well. 2nd and 6 with 11:02 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receive r11 perosnnel play action pass from the 46 of GaTech. Bryant the outsidt single man at the numers of the left 
flat wih the CB playing single man off five yards off. Dig route to the right has at the 33 that he caught coming back to the QB and the ball. Good attack jus tuned rhte CB for the 
catch and then turned inside but could not turne the corner acros the field and was hit at the 35 bythe saety and dropped by the two players.  Good catch with his hands even if 
the break wasn’t much in terms of set up with his stem.
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2nd and 5 with 14:27 in the firs tuqarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol with the WR split right as the single man at the numbers fo the right flat iwht the CB playing six 
yards off with inside sade and one safety deep. Quick stop route and drifted a few feet back as the QB took an extra beat to throw the ball. High tthrow, Bryant leaped to catch the 
ball oabove his head with his hands at the firs down marker in the flat and turned to face the oncoming CB. Worke dotuside the CB to the sideline and used a stiff arm to swat 
through some of the wrap to his waist. He gained two more for seven on the  route. 3rf and 18 with 9:22 in the half rom a 2x1 receiver 10 perosnnel shotgun set with the WR as 
the middle trips  mand between the left hash and the lef tnubmers fo the flat and the CB playing seven ayrds off with outside sdae and the LOS at the 49 of Clemson verus a niicle 
look. Released up the seam and had a half step on the CB with inside position up the let hash as the ball arrived over tp at the 10. Bryan tlooked over his inside shdouelr to track 
the ball at the 10 and mad ethe catch with his back to the defender with his hand stight to his chest at the seven, falling forward to the five as the DB wrapped Bryant from behind. 
Fine job tracking the ball over top. Very good job catching with his hands first despit tight proximity to body. No real secrate to the route. Speed and depth. 2nd and 6 with 11:02 
in the third quarter from a 1x2 receive r11 perosnnel play action pass from the 46 of GaTech. Bryant the outsidt single man at the numers of the left flat wih the CB playing single 
man off five yards off. Dig route to the right has at the 33 that he caught coming back to the QB and the ball. Good attack jus tuned rhte CB for the catch and then turned inside 
but could not turne the corner acros the field and was hit at the 35 bythe saety and dropped by the two players.  Good catch with his hands even if the break wasn’t much in terms 
of set up with his stem.
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Name: Martavis Bryant

Height: 6-3 

Weight: 211

School Clemson

Year: Sophmore

Date: 10/26/2013

Opponent: Maryland

Score: 40-27

Location: Maryland

Surface Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 79.5

Target: 5

Missed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 4

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 1

Rec Yards: 99

Yards After Catch: 21

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stat

Separation Score: 6

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 26

Elusiveness Score 5

BHandling Score: 6
Balance Score: 5

Blocking Score: 2

Vision Score: 5

Power Score: 4 Durability Score: 6

Category Score

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: No

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: No

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 2pts: No

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: Yes

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: No

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability



Name: Martavis Bryant Date: 10/26/2013 Opponent: Maryland

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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He can carry the ball high and tight wih either arm. Fluid with turns and bending as a ball carrier and even a route runner, but just not refined with techniques of routes yet. As a 
blocker he makes the effort to square an opponent and throw his hands with placement but he has to learn to punch. He also makes the effort to move his feet after contact to stay 
with a man. He has a clear second gear and can make up gaps and create them fast on vertical routes. He has good concentration to make catches in tight coverage and after 
contact.
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he needs to learn to close the gap and punch as a blocker. He has a tendency to trap some passes that come over his shoulder and he needs to get more consistent with attacking 
with his hands, which he does very well in flashes. Still didn’t see much with routes in terms of stems.
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1st and 10 with 12:46 int eh firs tuqarte from a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel pistol at the 4o of Clemaon verus a niclel look with Bryant the stacked receiver three ayrds off the LOS. 
Quick turn to the QB and catchwith his hands insidt he numers fo the flat at the 38. He turned outside his blocker at the 45 with the ball tigh tot his right arm and worked outside 
to the 47 beofre pushed out of bounds 3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat 
with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left 
forearm to stem the reach of theCB and get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at 
waist level and using his frame to shiled the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. 
Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play. 2nd and 9 at the top of the foruth quarter 
form a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel shotgun at the eight of Clemson verus a one deep nicile look. Single left man between the numbers and the left hash. CB playing seven ayrds off 
the LOS with outside shade . Bryan ran a stem straight then threatened the post at  10 yards and executed a quick turn to the corner to split the cover two and catch the ball the 
28 agains this inside shoduler and squeeze past the S to the 31 before exiting the boundary.3rd and 10 with 14:37 left form a 3x1 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single left 
receiver near the numbers fo the flat at the 30 of Clemaon verus a two deep look wihnt 3p3p5 personnel. CB playing outside sdhade a yard off the LOS. Quick stutter-jab 
outsideand releas einsdie with no contact by the CB. Was on top of the CB by the time he was 12 ayrds downfield and the QB threw the ball form the left hash to Bryant turning to 
the QB a few yards insidt eh boundary to attept the catch in tight coverage at the 46 of Maryland. The pass was too far inside the WR and the CB was inside to nearly make the 
INT. Bryant did a fine job rippin the ball loose form the CB’s grip.1st and 10 with 8:59 left fomr a 1x3 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single right receiver a yard off the LOS 
at the 46 of Maryland verus a CB [laying a yard off with inside shade a at the right flat at the numbers. 3-3-5 look witn one deep safety near the right hash. Inside outside release 
with jab step as CB turned back ot sidelin and lookea QB facking the throw to the opposdie ssidlien. The QB turned to the right and then threw the dep go and Bryant was two 
steps behind the CB about 10 yrds downfield an accelerated to get a step ahead and inside position. He would have extended that lead to more if the ball wasn’t high and 
underthrown. With theCB at his back at the 14 Bryant turned to shield the defender from the ball and mad ethe catch with hishands near his chest and tok a wrap from the safety 
underneath at the eight, extending forward to fall at the 4. Good positioning to rebound and maintain possessin against two defender.s Bryant got hit in the back before the ball 
arrived and still trapped the ball to his chest and secured the pass.
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1st and 10 with 12:46 int eh firs tuqarte from a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel pistol at the 4o of Clemaon verus a niclel look with Bryant the stacked receiver three ayrds off the LOS. 
Quick turn to the QB and catchwith his hands insidt he numers fo the flat at the 38. He turned outside his blocker at the 45 with the ball tigh tot his right arm and worked outside 
to the 47 beofre pushed out of bounds 3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat 
with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left 
forearm to stem the reach of theCB and get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at 
waist level and using his frame to shiled the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. 
Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play. 2nd and 9 at the top of the foruth quarter 
form a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel shotgun at the eight of Clemson verus a one deep nicile look. Single left man between the numbers and the left hash. CB playing seven ayrds off 
the LOS with outside shade . Bryan ran a stem straight then threatened the post at  10 yards and executed a quick turn to the corner to split the cover two and catch the ball the 
28 agains this inside shoduler and squeeze past the S to the 31 before exiting the boundary. 3rd and 10 with 14:37 left form a 3x1 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single left 
receiver near the numbers fo the flat at the 30 of Clemaon verus a two deep look wihnt 3p3p5 personnel. CB playing outside sdhade a yard off the LOS. Quick stutter-jab 
outsideand releas einsdie with no contact by the CB. Was on top of the CB by the time he was 12 ayrds downfield and the QB threw the ball form the left hash to Bryant turning to 
the QB a few yards insidt eh boundary to attept the catch in tight coverage at the 46 of Maryland. The pass was too far inside the WR and the CB was inside to nearly make the 
INT. Bryant did a fine job rippin the ball loose form the CB’s grip.1st and 10 with 8:59 left fomr a 1x3 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single right receiver a yard off the LOS 
at the 46 of Maryland verus a CB [laying a yard off with inside shade a at the right flat at the numbers. 3-3-5 look witn one deep safety near the right hash. Inside outside release 
with jab step as CB turned back ot sidelin and lookea QB facking the throw to the opposdie ssidlien. The QB turned to the right and then threw the dep go and Bryant was two 
steps behind the CB about 10 yrds downfield an accelerated to get a step ahead and inside position. He would have extended that lead to more if the ball wasn’t high and 
underthrown. With theCB at his back at the 14 Bryant turned to shield the defender from the ball and mad ethe catch with hishands near his chest and tok a wrap from the safety 
underneath at the eight, extending forward to fall at the 4. Good positioning to rebound and maintain possessin against two defender.s Bryant got hit in the back before the ball 
arrived and still trapped the ball to his chest and secured the pass.
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1st and 10 with 12:46 int eh firs tuqarte from a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel pistol at the 4o of Clemaon verus a niclel look with Bryant the stacked receiver three ayrds off the LOS. 
Quick turn to the QB and catchwith his hands insidt he numers fo the flat at the 38. He turned outside his blocker at the 45 with the ball tigh tot his right arm and worked outside 
to the 47 beofre pushed out of bounds 3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat 
with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left 
forearm to stem the reach of theCB and get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at 
waist level and using his frame to shiled the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. 
Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play. 2nd and 9 at the top of the foruth quarter 
form a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel shotgun at the eight of Clemson verus a one deep nicile look. Single left man between the numbers and the left hash. CB playing seven ayrds off 
the LOS with outside shade . Bryan ran a stem straight then threatened the post at  10 yards and executed a quick turn to the corner to split the cover two and catch the ball the 
28 agains this inside shoduler and squeeze past the S to the 31 before exiting the boundary.3rd and 10 with 14:37 left form a 3x1 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single left 
receiver near the numbers fo the flat at the 30 of Clemaon verus a two deep look wihnt 3p3p5 personnel. CB playing outside sdhade a yard off the LOS. Quick stutter-jab 
outsideand releas einsdie with no contact by the CB. Was on top of the CB by the time he was 12 ayrds downfield and the QB threw the ball form the left hash to Bryant turning to 
the QB a few yards insidt eh boundary to attept the catch in tight coverage at the 46 of Maryland. The pass was too far inside the WR and the CB was inside to nearly make the 
INT. Bryant did a fine job rippin the ball loose form the CB’s grip.1st and 10 with 8:59 left fomr a 1x3 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single right receiver a yard off the LOS 
at the 46 of Maryland verus a CB [laying a yard off with inside shade a at the right flat at the numbers. 3-3-5 look witn one deep safety near the right hash. Inside outside release 
with jab step as CB turned back ot sidelin and lookea QB facking the throw to the opposdie ssidlien. The QB turned to the right and then threw the dep go and Bryant was two 
steps behind the CB about 10 yrds downfield an accelerated to get a step ahead and inside position. He would have extended that lead to more if the ball wasn’t high and 
underthrown. With theCB at his back at the 14 Bryant turned to shield the defender from the ball and mad ethe catch with hishands near his chest and tok a wrap from the safety 
underneath at the eight, extending forward to fall at the 4. Good positioning to rebound and maintain possessin against two defender.s Bryant got hit in the back before the ball 
arrived and still trapped the ball to his chest and secured the pass.
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1st and 10 with 12:46 int eh firs tuqarte from a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel pistol at the 4o of Clemaon verus a niclel look with Bryant the stacked receiver three ayrds off the LOS. 
Quick turn to the QB and catchwith his hands insidt he numers fo the flat at the 38. He turned outside his blocker at the 45 with the ball tigh tot his right arm and worked outside 
to the 47 beofre pushed out of bounds 3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat 
with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left 
forearm to stem the reach of theCB and get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at 
waist level and using his frame to shiled the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. 
Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play. 3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter 
from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo 
the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left forearm to stem the reach of theCB and get outside . He threatened the vertical 
route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at waist level and using his frame to shiled the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn 
inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis 
left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play.1st and 10 with 8:59 left fomr a 1x3 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single right receiver a yard off the LOS at the 46 
of Maryland verus a CB [laying a yard off with inside shade a at the right flat at the numbers. 3-3-5 look witn one deep safety near the right hash. Inside outside release with jab 
step as CB turned back ot sidelin and lookea QB facking the throw to the opposdie ssidlien. The QB turned to the right and then threw the dep go and Bryant was two steps behind 
the CB about 10 yrds downfield an accelerated to get a step ahead and inside position. He would have extended that lead to more if the ball wasn’t high and underthrown. With 
theCB at his back at the 14 Bryant turned to shield the defender from the ball and mad ethe catch with hishands near his chest and tok a wrap from the safety underneath at the 
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eight, extending forward to fall at the 4. Good positioning to rebound and maintain possessin against two defender.s Bryant got hit in the back before the ball arrived and still 
trapped the ball to his chest and secured the pass.
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1st and 10 with 12:46 int eh firs tuqarte from a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel pistol at the 4o of Clemaon verus a niclel look with Bryant the stacked receiver three ayrds off the LOS. 
Quick turn to the QB and catchwith his hands insidt he numers fo the flat at the 38. He turned outside his blocker at the 45 with the ball tigh tot his right arm and worked outside 
to the 47 beofre pushed out of bounds
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3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight 
outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left forearm to stem the reach of theCB and 
get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at waist level and using his frame to shiled 
the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 
17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play.
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3rd and 8 with 6:26 in the first quarter from a 2x1 receiver 20 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the left flat inside the numbers with the CB playing two ayrds off with 
outside shad eand S split at the hashes. Ball at eh 22 of Maryland. CB bailed and turned to run as Bryant release off the line and then ran a stop route six yards in length. This was 
a draw play and Bryan turned outside and etended his arms towards the CB. He needs to learn to closethe gap and punch but he got square and pushed hands with the CB and 
mainained position to give some reiestance. Just enough so the RB was able to cut insid the block from the 16 to the 10. 3rd and 1 with 12:04 int eh half from a 2x1 reicever 11 
perosnnel set with the ball at the 43 of Clemson as the receiver to the riht of the formation with the CB playing outside shade three ayrds off one deep safety at the right hash. 
Bogo underhand push by Bryant off the LOS as a blocker, but the play wasn’t to his side and quickly abandoned.2nd and 6 with 9:36 int eh game form a 1x2 receiver 10 personnel 
pistol at the 45 of Clemson at the right numbers of the flat as the single man verus aCB playing two yards off with slight inside sdade . two deep safeties. The DB turned and ran t 
the snap, facing the inside and back ot the sidelin. Bryant worked up field and then turned to the CB and squared with his hands in the chest of the DB but didn’ tpunch the QB ran 
to the right flat and Bryant continued to move his legs to drive the CB to the sideline . Good effort even if he didn’t ge the CB all the way there before the play ended and the CB 
shed Bryant at the very end.
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1st and 10 with 12:46 int eh firs tuqarte from a 2x2 reciever 10 perosnnel pistol at the 4o of Clemaon verus a niclel look with Bryant the stacked receiver three ayrds off the LOS. 
Quick turn to the QB and catchwith his hands insidt he numers fo the flat at the 38. He turned outside his blocker at the 45 with the ball tigh tot his right arm and worked outside 
to the 47 beofre pushed out of bounds 3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat 
with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left 
forearm to stem the reach of theCB and get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at 
waist level and using his frame to shiled the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. 
Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play.1st and 10 with 8:59 left fomr a 1x3 
reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single right receiver a yard off the LOS at the 46 of Maryland verus a CB [laying a yard off with inside shade a at the right flat at the 
numbers. 3-3-5 look witn one deep safety near the right hash. Inside outside release with jab step as CB turned back ot sidelin and lookea QB facking the throw to the opposdie 
ssidlien. The QB turned to the right and then threw the dep go and Bryant was two steps behind the CB about 10 yrds downfield an accelerated to get a step ahead and inside 
position. He would have extended that lead to more if the ball wasn’t high and underthrown. With theCB at his back at the 14 Bryant turned to shield the defender from the ball 
and mad ethe catch with hishands near his chest and tok a wrap from the safety underneath at the eight, extending forward to fall at the 4. Good positioning to rebound and 
maintain possessin against two defender.s Bryant got hit in the back before the ball arrived and still trapped the ball to his chest and secured the pass.
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3rd and 4 with 11:46 in the firs tquarter from a 1x3 receiver 01 perosnnel shotgun as the single receiver at the numbers fo the rright flat with the CB a yard off the LOS with slight 
outside shdade. Ball at the right hash fo the 32 of Maryland. Hard jab step inside with break outside on tehe realase. Good use of his left forearm to stem the reach of theCB and 
get outside . He threatened the vertical route u the sideline and then turned back to the ball at the 18 to make the catch of the throw at waist level and using his frame to shiled 
the bal from the CB. Big enough to turn inside and use his free arm to rip upwards and work upfield with the CB now wrapped at the waist. Bryant reachedthe 15 before dropped. 
17 on the play. Carriedthe ball udne rhis left arm to avoid the rip form the defender on this play.1st and 10 with 8:59 left fomr a 1x3 reciever 10 personnel shotgun as the single 
right receiver a yard off the LOS at the 46 of Maryland verus a CB [laying a yard off with inside shade a at the right flat at the numbers. 3-3-5 look witn one deep safety near the 
right hash. Inside outside release with jab step as CB turned back ot sidelin and lookea QB facking the throw to the opposdie ssidlien. The QB turned to the right and then threw 
the dep go and Bryant was two steps behind the CB about 10 yrds downfield an accelerated to get a step ahead and inside position. He would have extended that lead to more if 
the ball wasn’t high and underthrown. With theCB at his back at the 14 Bryant turned to shield the defender from the ball and mad ethe catch with hishands near his chest and tok 
a wrap from the safety underneath at the eight, extending forward to fall at the 4. Good positioning to rebound and maintain possessin against two defender.s Bryant got hit in the 
back before the ball arrived and still trapped the ball to his chest and secured the pass.
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Name: Martavis Bryant

Height: 6-3 

Weight: 211

School Clemson

Year: Sophmore

Date: 11/2/2013

Opponent: Virginia

Score: 59-10

Location: Virignia

Surface Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 82.5

Target: 6

Missed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 5

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 1

Rec Yards: 72

Yards After Catch: 5

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 1

Game Stat

Separation Score: 6

Routes Score: 18

Receiving Score: 26

Elusiveness Score 5

BHandling Score: 6
Balance Score: 5

Blocking Score: 2

Vision Score: 5

Power Score: 4 Durability Score: 6

Category Score

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: Yes

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: Yes

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: No

Sets up breaks - 2pts: No

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: Yes

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: No

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability
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Flashes some skill with finding the open zone. Makes catches in stride with his hands. He can attack the ball and adjust his body to the flight of the pass while downfield and in 
tight coverage. He can get on top of a defender fast and will reduce the shoduler to avoid press/contact.  He shows some suddenless with turns on routes breaking back to tehQB 
but has to work on that one hard stpe to fully stop momentum. Based on quickness of turn I think he can do it. Good boundary awareness. He can take a hit an mke the catch – 
(square hit vs Syracuse on deep pass up right boundary).
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He needs to refine his stems. He’ll set up a direction with a bend opposeit it but he has to do it with more intensity at the top of the stem so the pace threatenes the corner. He has 
the burst to do it, but he has to begin applying it.  He shows some suddenless with turns on routes breaking back to tehQB but has to work on that one hard stpe to fully stop 
momentum.
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2x receiver 11 perosnnel set with Bryant just outside the left hash of the 42 of UV with one CB seven ayrds off. Deep fade where Bryant turned all the way around to adjust to the 
ball in tight coverage to high point the ball with out leaping. Nice turn from facing the CB to the right then the QB then to the sideline with his arms over the his head to attack the 
ball and then secure it while fallin towars the 5. 37-yard gain. Beauiful adjustment.1st and 10 with 1:06 in the fist quarter from aa 1x2 redceiver 11 perosnenl pistol as the single 
right receiver at the 45 of UFVA at the LOS in the right flat nerar the numbers iwht a CB playing seven ayrds off with slight insdie shade and a S insdiebetween the numbers and 
hash at 9 depth. Went up the flat but could not get around the CB. He didn’t set up a move to get position with a break and straight speed didn’t help. 12 perosnnel strongsidet win 
se at the 50 with 2:43 in the half on 1st and 10 as the slot right amn at the right hash wit the CB playing five yards off iwith inside shade then closeing to two yards off. Stutter 
and inside relase with him reducsin the shoulder form the contact of the CB to get a step within fiveyards. Wudl like to see a lower dip or use of hands but the reduce move worked 
well and the qB targeted Bryant on a deep cross at the 15 of UVA but into triple coverage and too far outside while underthrown. Incomplet.e
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3rd and 7 with 13:55 in the firs tquartef roma 1x3 receiver 10 perosnneo pistol at the 50 as the single right receiver athe numbers fo the flat with the CB playing seven ayrds deep 
and potential quarters in a 4-3. Ran an intermediate cross past thefirs tdonw marker unde rhte zone or it was a id route. Looked more like a routnded of dig route in the opnen 
space, which was a good zone break that eh caught at the 37 of UVA with his hands and turend upthe righ hash inside the S. he was wrapped from behind , carrying the ball udne 
rhis left arm as he tried to work upfield and dropped at the 33. 17-yard gain. Good catch with his hands away from his chest on the move. 1st and 10 with 13:40 in the first uarter 
from a 1x2 reciever 11 perosnnel set with the baal t the 34 and Bryant at eh right flat insidethe number iwht he CB playing eight yards off with slight inside shade wit a potential 
quarters look. Decent stem on a post corner route to threaten the post but I wanted to see more intensity with the stem at the very top so he’s running at a high pace. 2x receiver 
11 perosnnel set with Bryant just outside the left hash of the 42 of UV with one CB seven ayrds off. Deep fade where Bryant turned all the way around to adjust to the ball in tight 
coverage to high point the ball with out leaping. Nice turn from facing the CB to the right then the QB then to the sideline with his arms over the his head to attack the ball and 
then secure it while fallin towars the 5. 37-yard gain. Beauiful adjustment. 1st and 10 with 1:06 in the fist quarter from aa 1x2 redceiver 11 perosnenl pistol as the single right 
receiver at the 45 of UFVA at the LOS in the right flat nerar the numbers iwht a CB playing seven ayrds off with slight insdie shade and a S insdiebetween the numbers and hash at 
9 depth. Went up the flat but could not get around the CB. He didn’t set up a move to get position with a break and straight speed didn’t help. 1x1 rec iever 12 eprsonenl set as 
the right receiver at the numbers fo the 49 of UVA with a CB plygin six yards off the LOS. Quick throw out that he caugh breaking back to the 49 of Clemson with his hand and 
turned outside the CB with the ball in his sidelie (right) arm. Low pad level to meet the CB and used his left arm to punch the CB awa as eh was pushed out of bounds at the 46 of 
UVA. Trhee yards.12 perosnnel strongsidet win se at the 50 with 2:43 in the half on 1st and 10 as the slot right amn at the right hash wit the CB playing five yards off iwith inside 
shade then closeing to two yards off. Stutter and inside relase with him reducsin the shoulder form the contact of the CB to get a step within fiveyards. Wudl like to see a lower dip 
or use of hands but the reduce move worked well and the qB targeted Bryant on a deep cross at the 15 of UVA but into triple coverage and too far outside while underthrown. 
Incomplet.e Stop route at the 27 11 yard downfield near the left side. Sudden stop but drifted backwards druing turn of break and caugh ball wth ishand just beyond CB tyring to 
under cut throw. Good boundary awareness and very sudden stop but not the good hip drop and turn that would have stopped all momentum. Good route depth on the turn but he 
didn’t  stop that momentum to com back ot eh ball. Something I think he can do. Good extension of hands and awareness of boundary.
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3rd and 7 with 13:55 in the firs tquartef roma 1x3 receiver 10 perosnneo pistol at the 50 as the single right receiver athe numbers fo the flat with the CB playing seven ayrds deep 
and potential quarters in a 4-3. Ran an intermediate cross past thefirs tdonw marker unde rhte zone or it was a id route. Looked more like a routnded of dig route in the opnen 
space, which was a good zone break that eh caught at the 37 of UVA with his hands and turend upthe righ hash inside the S. he was wrapped from behind , carrying the ball udne 
rhis left arm as he tried to work upfield and dropped at the 33. 17-yard gain. Good catch with his hands away from his chest on the move. 12 personnel shtogun with recievers 
twin right and Bryant outside twin man just insid the numbers and the ball at the 16 of Clemaon. CB playing inside shade six yards off the LOS. Quick hithc a yard past the LOS 
and outside the numbers. He caught with his hadns close to his ches tan dfaced the CB omcing down hill. He tried to sidestep the shoot by the CB but was hit at the clegs and 
dropped at the 18. He lost the ball as the CB shot and ripped, but pounced on it after hitting the ground. 2x receiver 11 perosnnel set with Bryant just outside the left hash of the 
42 of UV with one CB seven ayrds off. Deep fade where Bryant turned all the way around to adjust to the ball in tight coverage to high point the ball with out leaping. Nice turn 
from facing the CB to the right then the QB then to the sideline with his arms over the his head to attack the ball and then secure it while fallin towars the 5. 37-yard gain. 
Beauiful adjustment. 1x1 rec iever 12 eprsonenl set as the right receiver at the numbers fo the 49 of UVA with a CB plygin six yards off the LOS. Quick throw out that he caugh 
breaking back to the 49 of Clemson with his hand and turned outside the CB with the ball in his sidelie (right) arm. Low pad level to meet the CB and used his left arm to punch 
the CB awa as eh was pushed out of bounds at the 46 of UVA. Trhee yards. 12 perosnnel strongsidet win se at the 50 with 2:43 in the half on 1st and 10 as the slot right amn at 
the right hash wit the CB playing five yards off iwith inside shade then closeing to two yards off. Stutter and inside relase with him reducsin the shoulder form the contact of the CB 
to get a step within fiveyards. Wudl like to see a lower dip or use of hands but the reduce move worked well and the qB targeted Bryant on a deep cross at the 15 of UVA but into 
triple coverage and too far outside while underthrown. Incomplet.e Stop route at the 27 11 yard downfield near the left side. Sudden stop but drifted backwards druing turn of 
break and caugh ball wth ishand just beyond CB tyring to under cut throw. Good boundary awareness and very sudden stop but not the good hip drop and turn that would have 
stopped all momentum. Good route depth on the turn but he didn’t  stop that momentum to com back ot eh ball. Something I think he can do. Good extension of hands and 
awareness of boundary.
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12 personnel shtogun with recievers twin right and Bryant outside twin man just insid the numbers and the ball at the 16 of Clemaon. CB playing inside shade six yards off the 
LOS. Quick hithc a yard past the LOS and outside the numbers. He caught with his hadns close to his ches tan dfaced the CB omcing down hill. He tried to sidestep the shoot by 
the CB but was hit at the clegs and dropped at the 18. He lost the ball as the CB shot and ripped, but pounced on it after hitting the ground.
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12 personnel shtogun with recievers twin right and Bryant outside twin man just insid the numbers and the ball at the 16 of Clemaon. CB playing inside shade six yards off the 
LOS. Quick hithc a yard past the LOS and outside the numbers. He caught with his hadns close to his ches tan dfaced the CB omcing down hill. He tried to sidestep the shoot by 
the CB but was hit at the clegs and dropped at the 18. He lost the ball as the CB shot and ripped, but pounced on it after hitting the ground. 1x1 rec iever 12 eprsonenl set as the 
right receiver at the numbers fo the 49 of UVA with a CB plygin six yards off the LOS. Quick throw out that he caugh breaking back to the 49 of Clemson with his hand and turned 
outside the CB with the ball in his sidelie (right) arm. Low pad level to meet the CB and used his left arm to punch the CB awa as eh was pushed out of bounds at the 46 of UVA. 
Trhee yards.
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3rd and 7 with 13:55 in the firs tquartef roma 1x3 receiver 10 perosnneo pistol at the 50 as the single right receiver athe numbers fo the flat with the CB playing seven ayrds deep 
and potential quarters in a 4-3. Ran an intermediate cross past thefirs tdonw marker unde rhte zone or it was a id route. Looked more like a routnded of dig route in the opnen 
space, which was a good zone break that eh caught at the 37 of UVA with his hands and turend upthe righ hash inside the S. he was wrapped from behind , carrying the ball udne 
rhis left arm as he tried to work upfield and dropped at the 33. 17-yard gain. Good catch with his hands away from his chest on the move. 1x1 rec iever 12 eprsonenl set as the 
right receiver at the numbers fo the 49 of UVA with a CB plygin six yards off the LOS. Quick throw out that he caugh breaking back to the 49 of Clemson with his hand and turned 
outside the CB with the ball in his sidelie (right) arm. Low pad level to meet the CB and used his left arm to punch the CB awa as eh was pushed out of bounds at the 46 of UVA. 
Trhee yards.
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1st and 10 from the 11 of Clemson from a 3x1 reicever pistol set as the single elft receiver in the slot a couple of yards ousid the left hash ihwt a CBplygin five yards off iwht slight 
inside shade and a S 10 yars doff at the hash inside. Curled inside and pucnhd the OLB at the LOS with both hands and tried to sit in the chair to anchor. Got pushed back a step 
but the RB was able to turn inside that block for five yards. Excellent effort to rpsint inside form the right flat to the right hash and block the S a few yards ahead of the RB taking 
the pass on a check down and working up the middle with 4:01 in the firswt quarter on 3rd and 4.
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3rd and 7 with 13:55 in the firs tquartef roma 1x3 receiver 10 perosnneo pistol at the 50 as the single right receiver athe numbers fo the flat with the CB playing seven ayrds deep 
and potential quarters in a 4-3. Ran an intermediate cross past thefirs tdonw marker unde rhte zone or it was a id route. Looked more like a routnded of dig route in the opnen 
space, which was a good zone break that eh caught at the 37 of UVA with his hands and turend upthe righ hash inside the S. he was wrapped from behind , carrying the ball udne 
rhis left arm as he tried to work upfield and dropped at the 33. 17-yard gain. Good catch with his hands away from his chest on the move. 12 personnel shtogun with recievers 
twin right and Bryant outside twin man just insid the numbers and the ball at the 16 of Clemaon. CB playing inside shade six yards off the LOS. Quick hithc a yard past the LOS 
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and outside the numbers. He caught with his hadns close to his ches tan dfaced the CB omcing down hill. He tried to sidestep the shoot by the CB but was hit at the clegs and 
dropped at the 18. He lost the ball as the CB shot and ripped, but pounced on it after hitting the ground.1x1 rec iever 12 eprsonenl set as the right receiver at the numbers fo the 
49 of UVA with a CB plygin six yards off the LOS. Quick throw out that he caugh breaking back to the 49 of Clemson with his hand and turned outside the CB with the ball in his 
sidelie (right) arm. Low pad level to meet the CB and used his left arm to punch the CB awa as eh was pushed out of bounds at the 46 of UVA. Trhee yards.
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3rd and 7 with 13:55 in the firs tquartef roma 1x3 receiver 10 perosnneo pistol at the 50 as the single right receiver athe numbers fo the flat with the CB playing seven ayrds deep 
and potential quarters in a 4-3. Ran an intermediate cross past thefirs tdonw marker unde rhte zone or it was a id route. Looked more like a routnded of dig route in the opnen 
space, which was a good zone break that eh caught at the 37 of UVA with his hands and turend upthe righ hash inside the S. he was wrapped from behind , carrying the ball udne 
rhis left arm as he tried to work upfield and dropped at the 33. 17-yard gain. Good catch with his hands away from his chest on the move.12 personnel shtogun with recievers twin 
right and Bryant outside twin man just insid the numbers and the ball at the 16 of Clemaon. CB playing inside shade six yards off the LOS. Quick hithc a yard past the LOS and 
outside the numbers. He caught with his hadns close to his ches tan dfaced the CB omcing down hill. He tried to sidestep the shoot by the CB but was hit at the clegs and dropped 
at the 18. He lost the ball as the CB shot and ripped, but pounced on it after hitting the ground. 1x1 rec iever 12 eprsonenl set as the right receiver at the numbers fo the 49 of 
UVA with a CB plygin six yards off the LOS. Quick throw out that he caugh breaking back to the 49 of Clemson with his hand and turned outside the CB with the ball in his sidelie 
(right) arm. Low pad level to meet the CB and used his left arm to punch the CB awa as eh was pushed out of bounds at the 46 of UVA. Trhee yards.
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Name: Martavis Bryant

Height: 6-3 

Weight: 211

School Clemson

Year: Sophmore

Date: 1/1/2014

Opponent: Ohio State

Score:

Location: Orange Bowl

Surface Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 73.5

Target: 4

Missed Target: 0

Drops: 1

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 3

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 1

Rec Yards: 28

Yards After Catch: 19

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 2

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stat

Separation Score: 6

Routes Score: 12

Receiving Score: 26

Elusiveness Score 3

BHandling Score: 6
Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 0.5

Vision Score: 5

Power Score: 5 Durability Score: 6

Category Score

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: No

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: No

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: No

Sets up breaks - 2pts: No

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: Yes

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: No

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: No

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: No

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: No

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability
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He can highpoint the football. He has great height, good burst, and the skill to extend his hans from this bodey to make a catch in traffic. Adjusts well to the ball and can shield a 
defender immidatley after attacking the ball. Massive hands. Good concentration to wint eh ball in tight coverage and second effort on tipped passes. A rebounder.  He has the size, 
speed, and hands to develop into a starter and vertical/red zone threat.
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He extends his arms too early on vertical routes and tips off his opponent in tight coverage to the arrival of the ball. His hand position needs to be better as the ball arrives. His 
blocking lacks effort and he needs to develop a stronger punch, close tighter, and sustain his arms. He doesn’t run a lot of timing routes in this offensive scheme so has little big-
time college experience doing so.
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2nd and goal fade route in the left sideline of the end zone for a touchdown over the otp of the CB trailing him with 6:17 in the half. Good use of his hands to punch the CB and 
extend to frame separation. He then leaped an extended his arms over the helmet and pads of the CB, scooped the ball to his chest while wrapped with the Defender’s helmet in 
Bryant’s chest and turned his back to the defender while falling ot the ground, securing the ball with his hand to prevent losing control. Good jo.1st and 10 with 1:38 in the half 
from a 2x1 receiver 11 perosnnel set as the single man at the 45 of OSU with a CB playing outside sade seven ayrds off the left foat. Deep fade up the left sidelin wiher ehe had 
half a step and tracked the ball over his head with arms extended – great reach. But his hands were in a bad position to catch the ball – not close enough together. Also extended 
his arms too early.Double caught a corner fae for a touchdown in sigle coverage up the left side. He turned inside to the CB behind him in the end zone leaped ove the CB’s right 
shoulder wot try to snare the ball like he did on the priveous TD. This time the conact vrom the DB force dhim to tip the ball sky ward. The Ball flew toewards the end line and 
Bryant turned toward the line to foloow the ball extend his left arm to the ball, cradle it with his lareg hands and then get both feet inbounds while falling to theendline.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.2nd and goal fade route 
in the left sideline of the end zone for a touchdown over the otp of the CB trailing him with 6:17 in the half. Good use of his hands to punch the CB and extend to frame separation. 
He then leaped an extended his arms over the helmet and pads of the CB, scooped the ball to his chest while wrapped with the Defender’s helmet in Bryant’s chest and turned his 
back to the defender while falling ot the ground, securing the ball with his hand to prevent losing control. Good jo. 1st and 10 with 1:38 in the half from a 2x1 receiver 11 
perosnnel set as the single man at the 45 of OSU with a CB playing outside sade seven ayrds off the left foat. Deep fade up the left sidelin wiher ehe had half a step and tracked 
the ball over his head with arms extended – great reach. But his hands were in a bad position to catch the ball – not close enough together. Also extended his arms too early. 
Double caught a corner fae for a touchdown in sigle coverage up the left side. He turned inside to the CB behind him in the end zone leaped ove the CB’s right shoulder wot try to 
snare the ball like he did on the priveous TD. This time the conact vrom the DB force dhim to tip the ball sky ward. The Ball flew toewards the end line and Bryant turned toward 
the line to foloow the ball extend his left arm to the ball, cradle it with his lareg hands and then get both feet inbounds while falling to theendline.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.2nd and goal fade route 
in the left sideline of the end zone for a touchdown over the otp of the CB trailing him with 6:17 in the half. Good use of his hands to punch the CB and extend to frame separation. 
He then leaped an extended his arms over the helmet and pads of the CB, scooped the ball to his chest while wrapped with the Defender’s helmet in Bryant’s chest and turned his 
back to the defender while falling ot the ground, securing the ball with his hand to prevent losing control. Good jo.1st and 10 with 1:38 in the half from a 2x1 receiver 11 perosnnel 
set as the single man at the 45 of OSU with a CB playing outside sade seven ayrds off the left foat. Deep fade up the left sidelin wiher ehe had half a step and tracked the ball over 
his head with arms extended – great reach. But his hands were in a bad position to catch the ball – not close enough together. Also extended his arms too early. Double caught a 
corner fae for a touchdown in sigle coverage up the left side. He turned inside to the CB behind him in the end zone leaped ove the CB’s right shoulder wot try to snare the ball like 
he did on the priveous TD. This time the conact vrom the DB force dhim to tip the ball sky ward. The Ball flew toewards the end line and Bryant turned toward the line to foloow 
the ball extend his left arm to the ball, cradle it with his lareg hands and then get both feet inbounds while falling to theendline.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.
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1st and 10 with 13:57 in the first quarter from a 20 peronsnel 2x1 receiver shotgun set with both backs stacked and offset the LG/LT at the 43 of Clemson. Bryant was the outside 
ttwin man outside the numbers of the flat with the CB playing eigt yards off the LOS. Worked inside to the CB on this run play to his side and bent his knees and extended his arms 
to wait for for the CB to make first contact. The CB pushed Braynt backwards. The WR used his size and maintain some position and shield the defender, but the play ended fast. 
3rd and 2 with 13:01 in the first quarter from a 1x2 receiver 20 personnel sheotun as the outside left receiver between the numbers and the sideline with a DCB playing three 
ayrds off the LOS and OSU in a a 4-3 two deep look. He got preoccupied pointing out an adjustment and the play started. He missed a block on a long TD run by his QB. 2nd and 
four with 5:19 in the irst quarter from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel set as the outside left man between the hsash and flat with the CB showing a blitz and the safety rotating over 
top form the inside about 10 ayrds off at the 42 of OSu. Again, pointed out the blitz and this time did get a block on the S but he didn’t get the better of the punch on the run to 
his side. Still a first down gain and it was efefective at shielding the opponent. 1st and 10 with 12:46 in half 1x2 receiver 20 personnel set at the 44 of Clemson as the outside 
right man between the numbers atn the sideline with the CB six yards off with inside shade. The CB blitzed and the TE got he ball up the right sideline as Bryant distracted the S 
with his inside release up the seam. 2nd and 6 with 11:50 in the half from a 30 perosnnel twin receiver set as the outside twin man at the OSU 9 at the numbersf of the lft flat 
with a CB playing inside shade seven yards off the LOS. He worked inside to attempt to shield the CB but didn’t get there in time to square his pads to the man. On thei r rusn. 
Some effort ot square and punch but not sustain with 8:40 in the half oan a run to his side in the right flat but not enough effort to turn the man.Too passive as the outside twin 
man on 2nd and t5 with 12;40 in the third quarter to blockdown field for his RB on the right flat. Got square, delivered a push, but it wasn’t a violent push and didn’t close to 
sustain contact and turn. Pushed the guy through the CB’s relase to tackle the RB.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.
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3rd and 6 with 7:29 in the ahlf from a 1x2 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol as the single right flat receiver between the numbers and sideline with a CB [laying six off with inside 
shade. Quikc turn to he QB foir yards downfield on a blitz adjustment as the CB blitzed from bryant’s side. He trapped the ball to his chest with a lacksadaisical break/turn. He then 
broke inside the S and LB with boto burst across the 40 for a four yards, turning insdie his TE for the first down of six. Good job tucking the ball under his left (inside) arm to avoid 
the outside pursuit. He gained another 8, stuff aromed the back shoduler of the DB form the outside ryign to wrap an dhten hit the ball by reaching aross Byran’ts chest. Bryan 
gained another five, the DB wrapped his legs and the LB came from ehidn over otp the back to dwrap him at the 21, a 23-yard gain with 19 after the catch.
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